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Abstract: Borel sum rules are examined for octet baryons in the

nuclear medium. First, it is noticed that in the medium the dispersion

relation is realized for the retarded correlation HR{u>,<{2) in the energy

w. Then, U.R(u>, q 2) is split into even and odd parts of u> in order to apply

the Borel transformation. The obtained Borel sum rules differ from those

of previous works. The mass shifts of octet baryons are calculated in

the leading order of the operator product expansion with linear density

approximation for the condensates. It is found that both scalar and

vector condensates of the quark field, (qq) and (q*q), induce attraction

to the octet baryons in the medium in contrast to the results of previous

works. It is also found that \6MN\ > ]6MA\ > \6Mz\ ~ \6Mz\. The

absolute values, however, turn out to be one order of magnitude larger

than those empirically known if a Borel mass of around 1 GeV is used

in the present approximation.

PACS numbers: 21.65.+f, ll.50.Li, 12.38.Lg, 14.20.Dh, 14.20.Jn
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Recently, it has been realized that the properties of hadrons at finite temperature

and/or density can be studied by utilizing the techniques of QCD sum rules [1-3], which

were originally invented for the study of hadrons in the vacuum [4,5]. The essence of

the QCD sum rules lies in the fact that they relate observable quantities of hadrons

such as masses and widths with the condensates of local composite operators consisting

of quark and gluon fields. These relations between the quantities, which belong to

different hierarchies, are independent of the states under consideration. Therefore, the

properties of hadrons at finite temperature and/or density are determined once the

condensates of the operators at finite temperature and/or density are obtained by some

methods. It has further been pointed out that the changes of the condensates linear in

the baryon number density are related to the expectation values of the operators with

respect to thenucleon [6]. This means that the changes of the properties of hadons

linear in the density can be predicted in a model-independent way.

It should be noted, however, that there is a crucial difference between the case of

the vacuum and that of finite density. There exists Lorentz invariance in the former

but not in the latter. In the vacuum Lorentz invariance guarantees that the correlation

functions are functions of Lorentz scalars and also that only Lorentz scalar operators

have nonvanishing condensates. At finite temperature and/or density neither of these

is true.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. We first derive Borel sum rules for octet

baryons in the nuclear medium with special attention to the identification of the correct

variable, in which the dispersion relation is realized. We show that the obtained sum

rules differ from those used in previous works. We then use the sum rules to calculate

the mass shifts of octet baryons in the nuclear medium in the leading order of the

operator product expansion with linear density approximation for the condensates.

We show that both scalar and vector condensates of the quark field, {qq) and (9*9),

induce attraction to the octet baryons in the nuclear medium in contrast to the results
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of previous works.

Let us start with considering the retarded correlation of the interpolating field

for octet baryons, t}(x), in the nuclear medium with the density p:

j (1)
, q) can be written as

where X is the coupling strength of the interpolating field to the octet baryon, M is

the baryon mass in the vacuum and E(u>, q ) is the self energy of the baryon. E(u>, q )

can be divided into the vacuum part and the density-dependent part:

q). (3)

The vacuum part £o(?) is Lorentz invariant and has the form

V s J ) . (4)

with the conditions J}Q(M2) = 0 and E(f(M2) = 0. The density-dependent part, on

the other hand, is not Lorentz invariant but rotationally invariant and has the form

«£(w,q) = 70 ffl>,qJ) - 7 • q Stv'(u>,q2) + «E*(u;,q2). (5)

Ejf and Sf are functions of q2 due to Lorentz invariance. Thus, they are symmetric

under the transformation w —• —a;. 6EV, <?£"' and ^E5, however, are neither sym-

metric nor anti-symmetric under the same transformation due to the lack of Lorentz

invariance.

nH(w,q) satisfies the following dispersion relation in the variable w,
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Here we use the notation,

E^M)-Er,£)n>.). (7)

with F^'s denoting Dirac F matrices.

Now we derive the Borel sum rules from eq.(6). The Borel transformation LB is

defined by
(w2)" ( d \"

LB = Jr . T^W V*?) •
where s is the square of the Borel mass. In order to apply it, we have to split UR(u, q)

into even and odd parts:

> q ) . (9)

The dispersion relation, eq.(6), can be rewritten in terms of n^ e n and I I ^ as

^ ' W , (lO.a)

Re n « d ( ^ , q ) = 2 ? j f I m ^fj^du,'. (10.6)

The Borel transformation of both sides of these equations leads to

LB\Re n« e n(^,q)] - f jf°Im no
R

dd(u,'2,q ̂  jexp(-^)dw' , (ll.a)

ifl[Re n5d(W
a,q)) = - /°°Im n«en(uAq)±exP(-—)du,'. (11.6)

These equations with the correlation functions on the left-hand side replaced by those

in the operator product expansion, nR ( O P E ' , are the Borel sum rules.

Some comments are in order here. On the left-hand side of eq.(ll), the retarded

correlation can be replaced by the time-ordered correlation, since tha real part of

the correlation function does not depend on the boundary condition. We actually

calculate the time-ordered correlation in terms of Fynnman diagrams. The vacuum
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part of eq.(ll) is equivalent to the ordinary Borel sum rules in the vacuum. The

density-dependent part of eq.(ll), however, differs from that used in previous works.

We will come back to this point later.

We now employ the above Borel sum rules in order to calculate the effective

masses of octet baryons in the nuclear medium. From now on we take q = 0 and

suppress it since the effective mass is defined as the pole energy of nR(w,q = 0).

We first evaluate the right-hand side of eq.(ll) phenomenologically. We take into

account only the pole terms for simplicity:

ImnR(w) = P+lmIlR+(w) + P_ImnH-(w)
(12)

= P + {-TTA 2 (1 + A+)«(u> - M+)} + P_{TTA2(1 + A_)*(w + A/_)}.

P± = (1 ± To)/2 are the projection operators,

M± = M + 6M±=M + Es(±M±)±i:v(±M±) (13)

and

where Es(w) = X£(w2) + 6Es(w) and Hv{u) = wtftw2) + 6Sv(w). In eq.(12) we

assumed that M+ and Af_ are real. This approximation is probably reasonable for

baryons but might be poor for anti-baryons due to the possibly large contributions of

annihilation processes in the medium.

By substituting eq.(12) into the right-hand side of eq.(ll) we obtain

Im n ^ ' . q y ' i ^

exp(-M2/s) - (A±M + (1 - —)SMA — exp(-A/2/S) + O(p2),



(15.6)
5

= T— exp(-M2/s) T I SMA exp

The last line of eq.(15.a) and that of (15.b) show the expansion in p.

We next calculate the left-hand (OPE) side of eq.(ll). The interpolating fields of

the octet baryons are taken as [5]

= etthc

(16)

where C denotes the charge conjugation and a, 6, and c are color indices. In eq.(16)

we have chosen p, E+ and 5 + as representatives of isomultiplets.

In this paper w« concentrate on the leading contributions in OPE. Namely, we

consider only the operators with the lowest dimension, dimension-three, in order to see

the qualitative consequences of the Borel sum rules, eq.(ll), and to compare with the

previous works [1,2]. The full calculation including higher order terms will be reported

elsewhere [7]. The dimension-three operators, which have nonvanishing condensates

in the rest frame of the nuclear medium, are qq and qfq. Assuming isospin symmetry

we obtain the time-ordered correlation functions in symmtric nuclear matter [8]:

(17.6)
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= ±~ | ^

f l

The vector condensates in symmetric nuclear matter are given by

{***), = o.

While the scalar condensates are given in the density expansion by [6]

(19)

where ET^r is the ?r-iV sigma term, m is the averaged value of the current masses

of u and d quarks and y is the ss content of the nucleon, y = 2{ss)N/{{uu)N +

(dd)N). In deriving eq.(19) we used the relation, (O), = (C3)o + (O)N p + O{p2),

where {Q)N denotes the spin, isospin-averaged nucleon matrix element with the non-

covariant normalization for the nucleon state, (p\p') = (2JT)353(P — p ' ) .

By Borel transforming eq.(17) and equating it to eq.(15), we obtain the mass

shifts of the octet baryons in the medium SMg-

6M,») = --{(uu)N ± 4{wtu)w)8ir2p
U ; ' (2O.a)

a m

* (lz»5=£t±7)«-v
a - 4mJ 3 m
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6Mi ?i = - •

(2O.c)

E M ( 2 0 - d )

^ ± 3 ) 4 , r V ,; m

where m, is the current mass of the strange quark. Form eq.(20) we find that the

octet baryons in the medium get atraction from both scalar and vector condensates of

the quark field, while the octet anti-baryons get attraction from the scalar condensate

but repulsion from the vector condensate. In fig. 1 we plot SMg in unit of 4ir2p/s as

a function of y where we ignore m, in the denominators of eq.(20) and take T,*N =

45 MeV [9] and m = 7 MeV. The inclusion of m, is checked to cause only insignificant

changes. We find that \6M^\ > |6MA| > \6ME\ ~ |6M=|. It is quite interesting

that these inequalities are in qualitative agreement with those empirically known.

However, the absolute values of the mass shifts at the normal nuclear matter density

(/o = 0.17 fm~3) turn out to be one order of magnitude larger than those empirically

known if a Borel mass of around 1 GeV is used, which is a typical value appearing in

the Borel sum rules in the vacuum.

There are some possible origins for the disagreement. First, we neglected op-

erators with dimensions higher than three in the OPE. Secondly, we also neglected

continuum contributions in the phenomenological evaluation. The Borel mass in the

medium, which should be determined by the stability condition for the baryon masses

in the medium, might be considerably different from that in the vacuum. These will

be taken into account in the full calculation [7]. We also used the linear density ap-

proximation, but the corrections due to higher-order terms in p are expected to be of

the order of 10%.

Phenomenologically, £ and E in the nuclear medium, get widths due to the con-

version processes by the strong interactions with nucleons, such as S7V —* AN and



EN —• AA. These widths will cause additional complications in the effective masses of

E and E in the nuclear medium. Anti-baryons also get widths in the nuclear medium

due to the annihilation processes into mesons. It is an interesting problem if the QCD

sum rules can accomodate such widths.

Finally, a brief comment on previous works is in order. In [1,2] the time-ordered

correlation as a function of q2 and ui, i.e. RT(q7,ui), is considered. Then, they cal-

culated the effective mass of the nucleon in the nuclear medium assuming the same

form of the Borel sum rule as in the vacuum, which is written as an integral over q*.

They concluded that the scalar condensate of the quark field, (qq), induces attrac-

tion but the vetor condensate, (q^q), induces repulsion to the nucleon in the medium.

However, the sum rules used in [1,2] have no justification since the time-ordered cor-

relation, nT(q2,tj), does not satisfy the dispersion relation in the variable q2 in the

medium.

This work was motivated by the talk on QCD sum rules at finite temperature

and/or density given by Dr. T. Hatsuda at the Physics Department, University of

Tokyo. We would like to thank Dr. T. Hatsuda for the nice talk and many valuable

discussions. We are also grateful to Dr. Y. Fujimoto, Dr. K. Tanaka, Prof. K.

YazaJci and Prof. S. Yazaki for discussions and Dr. W. Bentz for careful reading the

manuscript. Finally, we would like to thank Prof. H. Terazawa for encouragement

throughout the work.
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Figure caption

Fig. 1: Plot of the 6MB as a function of y in unit of 4n2p/s. The solid line is for the

nucleon, the dashed line for the A, the dash-dotted line for the S and the dotted

line for the E.
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MASS SHIFTS OF OCTET BARYONS
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